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March, 2019 
The cover of this months’ news-
letter is a diesel wagon. Why? 
Because that’s pretty much the 
coolest BMW daily driver made 
in the last 5 years!

 
If  you would like to see your car 
or BMW content on the cover 
of the next newsletter, feel free 
to email submission requests 
to editor@northstarbmw.org! 

“North Star Bavarian” is published by the North Star Chapter of the BMW Car Club of America, Inc. 
Please address correspondence to P.O. Box 16256, Saint Paul, MN 55116. All information furnished 
herein is provided by membership for members only. Ideas, suggestions and opinions, technical or 
otherwise, are those of the authors, without authentication by or liability to the officers of the Club. 

Unless specifically stated otherwise, the Club endorses no person, product, service or business. North 
Star Chapter, Inc. is a non-profit Minnesota corporation.

This newsletter and other information about the chapter may be found on the internet at:
www.northstarbmw.org

Contact for Ad rates:
advertising@northstarbmw.org

Artwork - TIFF or PDF preferable, Macintosh or IBM compatible to:
editor@northstarbmw.org

Deadlines for next full newsletter:
Copy and advertising to editor no later than the 10th of the month preceding publication date,

or contact editor@northstarbmw.org

Typical Publication Dates:
4/15, 6/15, 9/15, 12/15

What’s Inside       

On The Cover       
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Upcoming Club Events

Happy Hour - Wicked Wort brewing
March 23rd, 2019

4165 W Broadway Ave, Robbinsdale, MN 55422

HPDE Tech session
April 6th, 2019 9am-2pm

901 Concord St N, South St Paul, MN 55075

Spring Car Control Clinic
May 11th, 2019

DCTC road course: 1300 145th st E, Rosemount, MN 55068

Sommer Schnell 
May 31th, 2019 - June 2nd 2019

Brainerd International Raceway, Brainerd, MN
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Liberating any BMW from the shackles of automatic hell is no 
small task. Usually quite an easy decision for whomever is making 
it though, ultimately.  
Not even two issues ago in the NorthStar Bavarian newsletter, 
you heard me talk about why the E30 325iX was a horrible car 
and reasons why they should just be left to rot on the fine. While I 
fully stand by that to this day, and will continue to do so, there are 
people out there that just adore the things, and even after much 
attempted convincing with these folks to just scrap their cars and 
be done, they insist, cost be damned that the car lives on, but with 
a new lease on life. 
 
This 1990 325iX, finished Diamondschwarz metallic showed up 
to my garage one night on a flat bed. Crass, annoyed looking tow 
driver only giving inconsistent grunts as feedback slowly began 
to un strap, loosen and winch this lumbering, overweight beast 
down from the perch, high up on its aluminum Jerr-Dan flat bed 
down to the cold, lifeless bituminous pavement of the Chanhassen 
Autoplex.  
 
After bidding the not-much-for-small-talk driver adue, I popped 
the 325ix from neutral to park, found the key that had been 
placed by the owner in the car and turned the still tight and 
positive ignition barrel to ‘START”. Much to my chagrin, the 
325iX not only had a battery installed, but it was charged and the 
M20B25 fired straight away in to life. Moving the faux leather 
wrapped gear selector for that mechanical ZF 4 speed automatic 
from P to R, I was not expecting the world, but after a brief delay, 
the suspension squatted with the engine torque against the rusted 
discs and the car began moving under its own power in reverse. 
Swell, I thought. A bit less pushing to get it inside. Whats more 
though was moving that very same faux leather lever from R to D, 
the iX moved forward! I ask myself at this point, why is this car 
even getting a manual swap? The shifts seemed positive if not a bit 
delayed, but that seemed far more like a low fluid issue to me than 
anything mechanically wrong with the actual transmission. 
 

Still, this wasn’t the place for an automatic to get a second lease on 
life. It’s demise had been planned for quite some time, the manual 
transmission bits were waiting on the clean epoxy coated floor 
just in advance of its operating chamber on the two post chine-
sium lift. 
 
Just a short while later, up in the air, multiple buckets underneath 
collecting quarts of once life giving fluid, I notice a tag on the side 
of that ZF 4 speed automatic ‘ZF Remanufactured’ and confirmed 
with the red line tag which is a factory mark of a reconditioned 
automatic box. This 109,000 mile car had a reconditioned trans-
mission in it.. Starting to strongly suspect the failed pan gasket 
had a lot more to do with poor transmission performance than 
any internal damage, but continuing right on with disconnecting 
the oily, rusty transmission oil cooler lines, emptying the viscous 
LSD transfer case, winding ever so many bolts out in a methodical 
and deliberate order as to best carry out an efficient, clean manual 
transmission swap. 
 
Just two hours in, the drive shafts both removed, all the fluids 
out of the offending components, it is clear that whoever did this 
transmission replacement last had heard that using an impact 
wrench on transmission bellhousing bolts was a really great idea 
and that all bolts can become yield bolts if they’re used wrong 
enough. Small hands were needed to get the socket on just one 
very frustrating buried bolt that was starting to round off. As luck 
would have it, a small handed friend showed up a short while later 
to hang out and we had at this single fastener for two hours, even-
tually persevering and the 175lb monstrosity was carefully lifted 
down for the last time out of this 325iX.

325iX Band-aid
   Words and photos by: Erik Berger
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For anyone who has been out working in the garage late 
at night, especially on a Sunday, after auto parts stores 
are all long since closed for the night, you know that you 
will find something that costs less than $10 that is miss-
ing and makes completing the project impossible. This 
325iX’s manual conversion was no exception to that rule 
-- in the 6th hour of the night, just before deciding to ram 
home the Getrag 260/5 5 speed manual and new transfer 
case, it was discovered that the pilot bearing that was with 
the swap parts (which I allocated myself) was for a later 
M50 car and would not work for the much smaller earlier 
M20 style input shaft.

The garage is washed over with a wave of morale drop-
ping bad news, and the decision is made to do the 70 mile 
round trip back to my house in St Paul to raid the parts 
room for what will very likely have 10+ of these bearings. 
Just over an hour and 20 minutes later, we have a bearing 
in hand that fits just perfectly. Fearing loss of physical la-
bor help to jam the new transmission and transfer case in 
before night end, further slowing the project, the bearing 
is slid in the snout of the M20B25’s crank shaft where the 
snout of the torque converter had lived the rest of the cars 
life, and three able bodied men lifted up and slid home 
the fully assembled transmission and transfer case which 
was then bolted on and mounted in short order to the 
chassis and floor pan of the iX. 

Just one evening later, the entire interior had been 
changed over from a two pedal sadness machine to a 
three pedal cog-swapper that looked properly ready to 
party, the underpinnings were all in place, the drive shafts 
were back in and even the quite poor condition exhaust 
system had found its way back in to this ridiculously 

325iX Band-aid (continued)
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clean, non winter driven AWD BMW. Checking and double check-
ing the starter, the interlock wiring, reverse lights, clutch hydraulics 
bleed and fluid levels, the clicky ignition switch is once more called 
upon and the very same M20B25 that drove this heaping monstrosi-
ty in to the shop just two nights prior had engaged its starter bendix 
with the manual transmission’s new flywheel for the first time.  
 
A few revolutions with the healthy 1.4 Kilowatt starter, and the M20 
purrs to life. a firm press of the properly bled clutch pedal, a snick 
snick of the shifter in to first, and a quick clutch test. Everything 
feels, looks and sounds good! A welcome relief, especially after mul-
tiple days working on a project like this when any number of things 
can be forgotten or overlooked. 
 
Clicking the phone app button to open the garage door immediately 
behind the surgery bay, the 325iX backs out with a light drag of the 
clutch and reverse selected. Quickly rowing the iX through the gears 
of my complex, no strange vibrations, rattles or noises are present, 
so back in the garage she goes to clean up and get in touch with now 
very excited owner, asking him to come as soon as he can to rid my 
excellent curated garage from his horrible AWD BMW’s presence. 
 
A day later, the car is collected, smiles for miles as the long time 
owner of this iX experiences it in a whole new perspective. a truly 

325iX Band-aid (continued)
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changed beast. 20 minutes after collection, as is pretty common with post swap vehicles and their owners “I can’t believe I waited this 
long to have this done. Thank you, it’s a whole new car!”. Now, even being as misanthropic and intolerant of badly engineered cars as I 
am, that is always something I love to read after a job well done. 
 
Unfortunately, just a week later I get a message from the owner saying that the clutch pedal was on the floor. He had opted to re use the 
original cylinders from the donor car to save some money, but the slave cylinder had failed. Instructing him to have the car brought 
back down for a pair of new cylinders, he complies and just two hours later it shows up. Only issue was it showed up two wheels on the 
ground on a standard wrecker. This poor car had just had its extremely rare manual transfer case ruined by an under educated wrecker 
driver. 
 
Come spring, a used transfer case goes in and this car will FINALLY hit the streets!
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Rookie Autocross Year
   Words and photos by: Chris Tadevich 

So where do I begin?
For the past several years, I’ve thought about purchas-
ing a fun car and perhaps to even start racing.  It finally 
came to a point in my life that it was now or never.  My 
boys and I would often chuckle when we would notice 
drivers in nice, fast sport cars, but they would always be 
the slowest drivers on the road.  It was at this time that I 
figured I should be getting my car sooner than later, as I 
didn’t want to be “one of those guys”.
After some research, I decided that the ideal car to get 
would be an E46 BMW 330Ci, manual of course.  A nice 
driving and handling little car that was relatively easy to 
maintain myself.  I could teach my boys how to work on 
vehicles and it also enabled me to teach them how to 
learn the dying art of manual shifting.
After a few weeks of joyriding, I quickly got the urge to 
drive much faster and dare I say, more competitively.  I 
spoke with several friends and co-workers about my 

idea.  One such person suggested I join the BMWC-
CA, as they had several options that I could partake 
in.  I looked it up and found out that via the club, there 
were driving clinics, autocross events, track days (at 
real tracks such as Brainerd International Raceway and 
Road America) and BMW Spec racing!  I wanted to do 
it all.  But as they say, “baby steps”.
I figured my first event would be the BMWCCA Car 
Control Clinic held at Dakota County Technical Col-
lege (DCTC.)  This is basically what it says in the title.  
Learning how your car handles at the limits of your 
ability (as the car could handle much more than my 
beginner abilities).  In this event, an instructor rides 
along and coaches you on the track, partnered with 
classroom sessions, I learned a few things and had a 
blast.  I was left wanting more.  So I contemplated my 
next move.  It would either be some sort of track time 
or autocross.
Thus enters my first contact with Kim Crumb.  During 
my reading of several BMW publications, his name 
kept surfacing.  So, I figured that he would be the ideal 
person to contact, as his experience and success in 
the auto racing world speaks for itself.  During my 
meeting with him, he gave me a wealth of information 
to contemplate.  It was then decided that I had to at 
least participate in the upcoming 2018 Minnesota 
Autosports Club (MAC) autocross season.  In addition 
to the different driving events we discussed, he also 
informed me of several upgrades to my car that could 
and eventually should be installed. These modifications 
would eek out the best performance from my vehicle, 
while also complying with the SCCA (Sports Car Club 
of America) autocross rules.  These were basically up-
grades to the tires and several components of the sus-
pension.  It didn’t need to be done all at once, but to 
quote Kim, “Once you do upgrade something the usual 
response is ‘why didn’t I do this sooner?”  We decided 
better tires would be the first and best upgrade.
My first autocross event was actually a practice 
session at Dakota County Technical College (DCTC), 
which, coincidentally, is the same facility the BMWC-
CA holds their car-control clinic.  So the “track” was 
actually somewhat familiar.  What was unfamiliar to me 
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was having to wear a helmet (required by the SCCA) and also 
driving on some rather sticky tires.  I was all on my own during 
this practice.  That provided me with a lot of time to experi-
ment on the track and to get used to driving with a helmet on 
(now I know why people order cars without sunroofs).  I also 
found out that my vehicle would need one upgrade ASAP – 
adjustable camber plates!  My 330Ci had severe understeer 
and would push through many of the tight corners on the 
track.  The adjustable camber plates would give me negative 
camber on the front wheels so that they would have increased 
contact with the ground, which in turn will help eliminate 
understeer.
With the new camber plates installed, I was ready for my 
first real autocross event.  I met Kim at DCTC (yes, the same 
event site) early Saturday morning to begin my “Competition” 
career!  I parked my car in one of the grid rows, only to be 
told minutes later that I’d have to change positions.  I was 
registered in the “NOVICE” class and they were located in a 
different grid.  Next, I had to get in line to ‘check-in’ to the 
event and to sign up for our required track duties (ie, pick up 
downed cones).  Then I had to get my car checked out by the 
designated technicians at the track.  This was an inspection 
for basic things such as decent tire tread, no leaks, current-
ly approved helmet, etc..  Then right after that,  it was on to 
walking the track.  This is done to inspect the track, not only 
for how it’s set up, but also what would be the fastest line 
as well as any surface nuances that would upset or help the 
traction or balance of the car.  After walking the track a couple 
of times, it was back to the grid for a drivers meeting.  Then, 
before I knew it, it was time to get in the car and get ready for 
my first of six runs.  The morning went so fast, I really didn’t 
have time to collect my thoughts, which showed of course 
during my first three runs.  After the first run, which I thought 
went decent, I didn’t receive a time.  Kim looked at me with 
a concerned (and probably knowing look).  Sure enough, I 
got a DNF (did not finish).  Apparently, I unknowingly went 
off the designated course at some point.  I replayed the run 
in my head and couldn’t figure out where I’d gone off.  On 
my second run, I went a little slower, so I could make sure I 
followed the course first, then could speed up later in the day.  
Unfortunately I ended up with another DNF.  I could not figure 
out where I was messing up on the track.  Kim suggested I 
take one of the instructors with me on my next run to see if he 
could give me some insight.  This proved to be an excellent 
decision, as the instructor was able to pick out right away that 
there was a cone that I was passing on the incorrect side.  I 

(SL3 or CB5 pic)finally got a valid time, albeit a slow one, 
nonetheless it wasn’t a DNF.  After our first three runs in the 
morning, it was time for our designated track/cone pickup 
duty, then lunch, followed by the second of three runs.  The 
afternoon session went fine.  Each run getting a little bit 
quicker.  But at the end of the day, I ended up finishing in 
the middle of the Novice class pack.  All in all, the day went 
well.  I felt that I had learned a lot and could use this new 
knowledge to be more prepared for the next event.
After some strategy discussion with Kim, it was decided 
that I needed to get out of the novice class, and into a class 
more appropriate for my car.  It is true that the novice class 
is for beginners, but that includes beginners with all different 
types of cars.  From your everyday family sedan up to the 
newer Corvettes with twice the horsepower and less weight 
than my trusty little E46.  Of the myriad of classes defined 
by the SCCA, I fit into the DSP (D Street Prepared) class.  
My car fit into the D class, but was further pushed into the 
“Street Prepared” class due to my awesome Pirelli P-Zero 
Trofeo R tires.  I also was informed that you could listen in 
on the actual “race radio” frequency.  This would let you 
know immediately how your run went and you’d find out if 
you DNF’d or how many cones you hit (if any).  I found out 
there is an app (no surprise, there is an app for everything) 
that would give live timing as well as a few other helpful 
features. 
With this newfound information, the next event went much 
smoother.  Get to the track, get your spot on the correct 
grid for your class, then immediately get your tech inspec-
tion done and check in.  Since all that preliminary stuff was 
completed, I now had time to relaxingly walk the track and 
concentrate completely on the track setup and dynamic.  I 
could fully think about what I needed to do and memorize 
the track so I could focus solely on driving and not have 
to worry about which way to turn at what specific cone.  I 
was also able to experiment with my 330’s different traction 
control levels, which comprised of DSC (dynamic stability 
control) ON, partially OFF and completely OFF.  Several 
times I had noted the DSC taking over when I first started 
out.  By experimenting with the two different “off” settings,  
I was able to make up some speed.  This proved successful 
as over the next 2 races, I didn’t have any DNF’s and rarely 
hit any cones.  My times were also getting lower.  During the 
races I would (CB2 pic) compare my times with higher per-
formance cars such as M3’s, Porsche Caymans and “Loti.”  
My lap times were very close to some of theirs and many 
times were less, which helped to build my confidence.  Be-
fore I knew it the season only had three races left and I had 
to complete two more to be considered for a class champi-
onship.  The last three races also switched venues from the 
DCTC track, to Canterbury Downs, where the course was 
set up in a large parking lot.  In addition, there was no track 
to follow.  You literally had to just follow where the cones led 
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you.  Easy to do while driving slow, but more difficult when 
driving at higher speeds.  On top of that, the forecast tem-
perature for the weekend I was planning to race, was sup-
posed to be in the 30’s with strong winds and rain turning to 
snow.  Not an ideal situation for my high-performance Pirelli’s 
which were designed for warmer weather.
When I showed up at the parking lot at 7am on Saturday 
morning, the temperature was 37 degrees!  After walking the 
track, the surface of the whole parking lot was wet as well.  
This was going to be an interesting day.  My first run, I went 
very slow, as I wanted to get to know the parking lot layout 
and there was no way my tires were going to have any grip 
at these low temperatures, despite my attempt by lowering 
the tire pressures.  Then on the second run, I pushed it a 
little more, as I felt I was a bit too timid the first time around.  
Scheisse, a little too much! With the DSC fully off, the wet 
tarmac and cold tires, I spun out.  I was in a parking lot, so 
there was no damage to my car, but I may have killed a cone 
or two.  I felt foolish for spinning out, but it was kind of fun ac-
tually.  So for the rest of the day, I left my DSC on.  I finished 
the day with some valid times, but was not very competitive 
with the other classes, as many people had specific tires for 
the colder weather.  I also didn’t feel so bad about my earlier 
spin-out, as it happened to many different people throughout 
the day.  
During our post race discussion at the end of the day, Kim in-
formed me that all I had to do was post a valid time for tomor-
row’s competition, and I’d be the DSP class Champion.  Then 
the discussion turned to the weather forecast which looked 
more foreboding than today’s weather.  Temperatures in the 
30’s again and snow a definite possibility.  Snow in October, in 
Minnesota, I know, unbelievable – NOT!  What was unbeliev-
able, is trying to drive my car, on a snow covered course, in 
my now, completely worn out tires.  This was going to prove 
to be rather interesting.  I even contemplated switching out 
tires to normal all-season radials that I had sitting around, but 
figured it was too much work and not enough time, given that 
I had to be back at the lot bright and early the next morning.
Sunday morning comes too early and it’s too cold.  My body 
hasn’t adjusted to the cold and isn’t ready for snow yet.  I get 
to the Canterbury parking lot and it’s still dark.  I’m not looking 
forward to my cone pick-up duty in the blowing cold air.  But 
hey, it’s not snowing -  yet.  I go through the morning routine 
and sure enough, during the drivers meeting, the first flakes 
begin to fall.  No big deal, it’s just a few flakes.  But then they 

turn to the big wet flakes that early season snowfalls 
usually have.  Although it starts to accumulate on the 
ground, the race directors say, race on!  We get into our 
cars early to stay warm and dry, awaiting our first run.  I 
noticed Kim walking over to me for a pep talk.  He says, 
“I’m going to give you instruction that I never expected to 
give, nor are you likely to hear again.  You need to drive 
like “grandma” the tires are going to feel like driving on 
banana skins.  What’s needed is one valid run to win the 
series championship.”  I tell him “no problem”, but inside 
I actually felt a little nervous.  Although I don’t know why, 
because how easy is that?  Drive slow through the course 
and don’t spin out.  Luckily in the end, it was as easy as 
that.  I made it through without any problems and Kim 
congratulated me on the season win.  The next two runs 
were uneventful as well.  My tires were so bad, I decided 
to turn of the DSC all the way and just have a little fun by 
using the throttle to help steer around the corners.  Now 
it was time do our cone duty on the course.  It was still 
snowing, but that didn’t stop those crazy Miata boys from 
driving with the top down.   No thanks, I was freezing just 
standing out there.  Finally, the session was over and it 
was time for lunch.  Thankfully, the organizers were wet 
and cold too, as the rest of the day was canceled at that 
point.  I went home happy knowing I secured my class 
championship and could enjoy that thought warming up 
by the fire. 
Overall it was a very enjoyable first autocross season for 
me.  I learned a lot and am very much looking forward 
to the upcoming 2019 season.  Is it weird to say that I’m 
looking forward to buying tires and suspension compo-
nents to upgrade my cars performance?  Some say.  My 
long climb to the top begins.  Perhaps a different class, a 
larger venue, who knows, but I’ll be having fun during the 
journey.

2019 Rolex 24 Hours & IMSA’s 50th
Anniversary Year

   words and photos by:  Kim Crumb, Steve & Cindy Zipf
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2019 Rolex 24 Hours & IMSA’s 50th
Anniversary Year

   words and photos by:  Kim Crumb, Steve & Cindy Zipf

  This year it’s the Four-BMW-Musketeers at-
tending: Cindy, Steve, Kim and Paul.  Looking out 
over the wing of the 757, the ground below has 
no snow.  While it’s Kim’s 17th time attending this 
race, Cindy & Steve are “1st timers,” and Paul 
already has a few 24’s under his belt.  We intend 
to make it a whole-car-week.  It’s Sunday, and 
we’ve jetted-down to MCO well before the race.  
We drive to the resort, the Ocean Walk, right on 
Daytona Beach.  We check in to our 1200 sq. foot 
condo, settle in, and get groceries to stock-up 
the kitchen for the whole week.  

  We do an easy day on Monday.  There were 
NASCAR races on the beach back in the 50’s.  It 
was an “oval track” where one part of the oval 
was the beach, the other part a parallel beach 
road. The transition between those two surfaces 
seems to have provided a lot of action…. This site 
still has a restaurant called the North Turn.  We 
go for lunch and view the wall art, which covers 
stock-car history. 

  It’s a “bullet-trip” on Tuesday.  We’re headed 
to?  The #1 Porsche dealer in the USA: Champion 
Porsche.  They have 22 acres of Porsche cars, 
all indoors!  I marvel at their win at LeMans in 
2005… as a car dealer, not as a manufacturer!  
They have an artistic representation:  a whole 
wall of helmets. Those helmets are all from driv-
ers who have won LeMans and have also driven 
for Champion. 

     We also stop at RENNTech Mercedes, a team Kim 
drove for back in the 90’s.  They were servicing?  A 
“street” CLK-GTR, one of those “build a few” ho-
mologation specials back in the 90’s.  We also make 
a quick stop at Autogeek HQ; Cindy and Kim are 
good customers. Then it’s back to Daytona. We did 
just under 500 miles that day.

    Wednesday?  It was a wonderful warm day, in the 
70’s.  We go out and enjoy the sun and float around 
in the “lazy river” that’s right on-site at the Ocean 
Walk...such winter “suffering.”  In the evening, we 
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head to a new event: “One Daytona.”  It’s on Daytona 
Avenue just outside the track, and there is a whole 
line-up of Rolex 24 race cars.  This exhibit is an attempt 
to bring racing out to the people.  There are interviews 
with superstars like F1 Champion Fernando Alon-
so, who will be driving a Cadillac Daytona Prototype.  
There are number of BMW’s on display, too. 

   Thursday we pre-accumulate a little rest for the 
intense race weekend….going out to the track for the 
afternoon, which is Qualifying time.  A Mazda Proto-
type takes the Overall Pole.  We’ve gotten the BMW 
Hospitality Rolex 24 Package: nobody does it better.   

(sidebar story)

This made entry very easy.  With the big “BMW” on our 
car parking pass, on the windshield, Security mostly 
just waved us through as we passed through to the 
infield, talk about the VIP treatment!  We’ve got infield 
parking and a special hospitality area with elevated 
seating overlooking the hot-pit, replete with amazing 
catering.  Because of BMW’s sponsorship of Friday’s 
race, they have a strong presence.  There is a display 

with the new Z4 and the i8 Roadster 

 

Want an idea of the scale of this event?  Michelin has 
brought 12,750 tires for this week’s event!  How fast 
are the cars?  At the testing a few weeks earlier, the 
DP’s are topping out just shy of 200 mph (official: 196) 
the GTLM’s at 188 mph and the GTD cars at 175 mph. 
Wowza.    
        
   Friday, we arrive by 9 am.  BMW has scheduled meet-
the-team sessions.  First, we’re at the Classic BMW 
GT-4 garage.  Steve promptly wins one of the raffles...
he’s going to get a Hot Lap around Daytona in a new 
M5 Competition!  

Then it’s off to the BimmerWorld garage with another 
M4 GT-4. 

 These cars will run in the four-hour support race that 
afternoon, called the BMW Endurance Challenge. It’s 
the first race of the season called the Michelin Chal-
lenge. It culminates at the Petit LeMans. 

  That race starts at 12:15, then?  There’s a Meet-and-
Greet with the RLL team at 2pm with all the drivers 
and the two M8 GTE race cars #24 & 25 that are in the 
GTLM class, for the 24-Hour race.  They’ll be com-
peting against the Porsche 911, Corvette C7.R, Ford 
GT and Ferrari 488.  Alex Zanardi is driving, and it has 
caused quite a sensation.  Apparently, there’s even a 
hashtag of AlexZanarad’sTeammates that’s trending.  
Having lost both legs in a terrible Indy car crash in 
2001, that he’s overcome this handicap, rising to be a 
competitive driver again… at age 52, that’s an inspi-
ration to us all.  Zanardi autographs our ROUNDEL 
magazines.       

    This BMW Endurance Challenge race ends with the 
McLaren winning, seeming to get back to the front 
with relative ease. Maybe there will be a “Balance 
of Performance” rules adjustment from the officials 
before the next race?  An Aston was 7 seconds be-
hind.  A BMW M4 was 4th.   These are FIA spec GT-4 
cars which you can buy straight from the manufac-
turer these days.  There is quite a range available:  
Aston-Martin Vantage, Porsche Cayman, BMW M4, 
Audi R8, McLaren, Mercedes, Mustang & Camaro all 
of which run in the GS (GranSport) Class.   In the TCR 
class there are: Honda Civic, Audi RS3 and Hyundai 
Veloster N.  (Yes, Hyundai…apparently not afflict-

Rolex 24 & IMSA (continued)
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ed with “not invented here”... has hired away BMW 
M and Mercedes AMG people to get serious about 
high-performance...this is the debut race for this car.)  
In the TCR class the podium was: Honda, Honda and 
then Audi. 

     Saturday, we arrive early again.  We have a fancy 
BMW breakfast, and head out. There is so much to 
see-and-do; there is a whole “manufacturer’s mid-
way.” There is a fantastic Rolex 24 historic display, 
with a number of BMW’s including the E36 M3 that 
carried the BMW CCA logo. 

And there it is, BMW racing history incarnate!  The 
2012 & 2013 Series Championship Prototype, the 
2013 Rolex 24 Overall Winner: #01, it’s powered by a 
Dinan-built BMW 5L V8, an engine that started in the 
E39 M5, and this racecar was sponsored by Target!  

  Most of these cars actually do exhibition laps.  

    Then a visit to the fabled Victory Lane at Daytona.  

  We’re at the Turner Motorsports garage at 10:30 for 
their meet-and-greet.  They’re running the BMW M6 
GT-3. 

It’s a GTD class car, built to international FIA GT-3 
specifications.  We have a great time, and they take 
lots of questions from the audience.  Before the 
race you can go out on the grid, with all the cars and 
teams...nearly everybody does! 

 There is dramatic music as an anticipatory backdrop.  
A prominent selection I recognize as “O Fortuna,” 
from Carl Orff’s Carmina Burana.  Most certainly the 
teams do wish that the Empress-of-Fortune will smile 
upon them.  Anticipation is building; it’s 2:35 pm when 
the race starts.  The sound of tens-of-thousands of 
horsepower roars by...the spectator suite we’re in has 

a view of the start/finish line...everything around you 
trembles.  Subtle it isn’t.

   It’s coolish, we’re keeping extra layers of clothing 
on, and the weather forecast for Sunday is ominous.  
There is a live painting done right in the BMW hospi-
tality area by artist Roger Warrick to be auctioned for 
the Austin Hatcher Foundation. 

There was a fabulous dinner at 5:30 pm.  There are 
unique sights everywhere: who could resist a photo of 
a Porsche 356 coupe carrying firewood for camping? 

    There have been nice facility upgrades at Daytona 
over the years.  Along with tall scoring pylons, there 
are multiple huge TV screens, so you can also watch 
the TV feed. 

 Being there live, and seeing the video too… that’s 
Really Experiencing The Race.  We stay through the 
fireworks at 9 pm.  It was already a spectacular sight 
with the cars roaring by, the lit-up carnival rides over 
by Lake Lloyd, and this extravagance just Puts The 
Spectacle Over the Top.  

   Sunday?  It’s raining, raining, raining.  A half-inch 
Per Hour, for hours and hours!  The race is yel-
low-flagged and red-flagged - 17 yellow flags, 2 red 
flags.  The banking is so steep that the rain runs off….
that area is still navigable.  Temptation.  But the rain 
runs down to the infield flats, making for huge areas 
of standing water...especially where the cars come on-
and-off that banking...such as into turn #1 and in/out 
of the “Bus Stop.”  

 Every time they try going “green” there are accidents 
from acute hydroplaning and poor visibility.  It’s back 
to yellow or red flags every time.  In the end there are 
just under 14 hours of green flag running in this 24, 
most of it before 6 am Sunday morning.  The officials 
call-the-race with 10 minutes to go. 
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   It’s the #10 Cadillac, with Fernando Alonso as the 
lead driver, that Wins Overall Daytona Prototype, 
followed by the #31 Cadillac, and to round-out 
that podium it’s the Acura-Powered #7 Penske car.  
There were only four cars in the LMP2 class; it’s 
won by the #18 DragonSpeed car.   In the hot-
ly-contested GTLM class, the lead had changed 
back-and-forth frequently.  The short-restarts-un-
der-rain resulted in plenty of crashing, and those 
eliminated a lot of good cars from contention.  
Surviving mattered.  It’s the #25 BMW M8 putting 
up The Big Win

followed by the Ferrari 488 #62 in 2nd, with the 
#912 Porsche 911 RSR getting the 3rd spot on the 
podium.  A Lamborghini Huracan wins the GTD 
class, repeating from last year, an Audi R8 LMS 
GT-3 in 2nd and a Lexus RC-F GT-3 gets the final 
podium spot.  

    So, that ends the 57th running of the Rolex 24.  
Almost.  There is a myriad of rules about the mul-
tiple drivers, with minimum-and-maximum driving 

times, etc.  In the post-race audit two GTD class cars 
fail these rules.  One of which is?  The 2nd place Audi 
R8, and it is moved to the back.  All the cars move-
up in the standings, which gave the Lexus 2nd place 
and moving another Audi from 4th to 3rd.   The #63 
WeatherTech Ferrari also fails this audit, and is placed 
in the rear. This team falls to 23rd was from 14th.   

  Reluctantly we head back to the airport, turning in 
the Wolfsburg Edition Passat that we got as a rental.  
Delta pushes our takeoff back to 9 pm.   I don’t think 
we’d mind if they delayed our trip back… say… for 
another week?  It will be midnight when we get to 
MSP.  The sights and sounds, the intensity of the “rev 
me, rev me” engines, those sensations will entertain 
us as our winter months slowly wind-down.  Making 
plans for the 2020 Rolex 24, see you there?   

SIDEBAR STORY on BMW Hospitality  

Included in the BMW CCA Hospitality Package: infield 
parking and tickets, plus great catering
and “above the hot pit” seating…                               

Rolex 24 & IMSA (continued)
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“nobody does it better.”  See what you think, here’s the 
menu:

Continental Breakfast at BMW CCA Pit Road Patio
• Breakfast Pastries strawberry, blueberry, and 
chocolate chip muffins, honey cinnamon croissants, 
mini cinnamon rolls
• Yogurt Bar blueberries, strawberries, blackber-
ries, golden pineapple
• Fresh Fruit Salad seasonal melon, golden pine-
apple, red grapes, strawberries
• Potato, Spinach, and Pepper Jack Frittata farm 
fresh eggs, mild Italian sausage, garlic wilted spinach, 
sun-dried tomatoes, pepper jack cheese
• Coffee, Orange Juice

Snacks at BMW CCA Pit Road Patio
• Kettle Chips and Loaded Shallot Dip caramelized 
shallots, smoked bacon, scallions, sharp cheddar
• Chilled Jumbo Shrimp spicy cocktail sauce

Dinner at BMW CCA Pit Road Patio
• Southwestern Chicken Cobb Salad with bell 
peppers, scallions, corn, black beans, cilantro lime 
chicken, crispy bacon crumbles, shredded cheese, fried 
tortilla strips, creamy verde ranch dressing
• Seared Manhattan Cut Strip Steaks with wild 
mushroom and
• tomato demi glace Five Spice Pork Tenderloin 
blistered peppers, baby bok choy, tonkatsu sauce
• Haricot Verts and Roasted Carrots
• Smoked Bacon
• Scalloped Potatoes
• Dessert Bars and Cookies
• Raspberry Almond Biscotti Cheesecake

Rolex 24 & IMSA (continued)
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           Eurotech continues as years past an offer to 
all BMWCCA members free tech inspections with 
appointment for class B sponsored club events! Be 
sure to check them out and get your car ready for the 

Tech Inspections for the 2019 season!
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Auto Edge 
651-777-6924 

We service most vehicle makes and models 
Rental cars available at our location

Pick Up and Delivery options available  Professional Alignments to suit your driving needs 

Custom Roll Cage Design and Installation

In-house dyno 

Maintenance, Performance, and Track Prep

Check out our project cars on
AutoEdgeRacing.com

We are your local source for Active Autowerke,  
Fabspeed, Moton, Forgeline, HRE and more! 
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